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Samples based on previous years’ guidelines and materials, which are subject to change. 

 

 

 

2020 Reference Guide 

Fellowship Awards 
 

 

 

Artists can use this reference guide to see how previous Fellowship recipients put together a 

competitive and successful application.  

 

Application Components  

 

Discipline Statement (50 words or less) describes your artistic practice. It can be as simple as “I am a 

poet” or give a more detailed explanation of your practice.  

 

Artist Biography (150 words or less) tells your story as an artist. It provides details about you and your 

work, such as where you were born or grew up, your training, career development, 

accomplishments, or other information that may not be found elsewhere in the application. 

 

Artist Statement (350 words or less) is an introduction to your work or a specific body of work. It gives 

an overview of its concepts, ideas, and themes. It may include information about how your work 

developed, why you have created it, your vision, influences, and inspirations, your philosophy of art-

making, and other details that introduce your work. 

Artist Résumé (5 pages or less) is an overview of your professional experience, accomplishments, 

education, training, and other information about your artistic career. It’s much like a job résumé, 

except its focus is your art. The résumé must be submitted as a .pdf file. 

 

Impact Statement (150 words or less) explains how this award will make a difference for you. What will 

the funding and recognition do for you, your work, and your practice? How will you use the money? 

 

Optional: Yayasan Bali Purnati Residency Statement (250 words or less) if you’re interested in also 

being considered for this residency then you’ll need to answer the following questions: What would 

this opportunity mean for your artistic practice right now? What do you intend to accomplish during 

the residency? How will the experience on Bali/Indonesia have meaningful impact on your artistic 

development? 
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Lena Tuffaha (2019 Recipient, Literary, King County) 

Discipline Statement 

I am a poet. I am a practitioner of this ancient and universal art that begins in the breath and travels 

to the page and into our hearts. I am a student of poetry in English, Arabic, and French, and of all 

poetry in translation. 

Artist Biography 

Lena Khalaf Tuffaha is an American writer of Palestinian, Syrian, and Jordanian heritage. Her writing is 

informed by a life of crossing borders and navigating languages and histories. She was born in 

Seattle, but her family returned to the Arab world and she was raised in Saudi Arabia and Jordan, 

moving to the US in 1990. She holds a BA in Comparative Literature from the University of Washington, 

and an MFA from the Rainier Writing Workshop. For ten years, she volunteered for Arab American 

community organizations, helping to share the stories of those who speak in translation and persevere 

through long wars. In 2016, she won the Two Sylvias Press Prize for her chapbook, Arab in Newsland. 

Her debut full-length collection, Water & Salt, won the 2018 Washington State Book Award. Her 

chapbook, Letters from the Interior, is forthcoming from Diode Editions. 

Artist Statement 

I grew up reading, reciting, and translating poetry. In third grade, I was a Qur’an recitation 

champion, fourth among the students in my district who competed for that title. I memorized the 

great desert poems of pre-Islamic Arabia that always begin with a lament for lost love. In the Arab 

cities of my childhood, Mahmoud Darwish poems were woven into our days. The popular songs of 

Fairuz on the radio were classical poems set to music. Poetry was an art form and a living breathing 

fact of life. In my community, languages spill into one another; an ocean of possibilities, textures, and 

gradations. I studied Frost in English, Neruda in Arabic translation, and Rimbaud in French. My poetry 

reflects this experience, that languages inform, interpret, stretch, and remake one another. Like our 

languages, we are ever-changing. When my family moved to the US on the eve of war, I turned to 

the poetry of June Jordan and Adrienne Rich. Poetry is a map by which I navigate erasure, memory, 

and survival. Poetry resists the false comfort of silence. As an activist, I’ve worked to dismantle the 

binaries of “us” vs. “them” that dehumanize us all. I have witnessed poetry’s unmatched capacity to 

pierce through our grief. In July 2014, while I waited to learn if friends in Gaza had survived 

bombardment, I wrote the poem “Running Orders.” Its story encapsulates art’s possibilities and my 

commitment to my own art. In five years, it has been recited at anti-war protests from Tokyo to 

Vancouver, BC, and has been translated into Greek, Hebrew, and Spanish. A woman recited it at a 

protest on the London subway, and a prayer circle of women in Philadelphia read it in solidarity. It 

has been set to music by a Jewish peace activist in Arizona and has become a play that debuts at a 

theater later this spring in Toronto. The poem reached out when I felt silenced, and found a world 

ready to embrace it. Poetry keeps me reaching out, beyond borders and barbed wire, to enact in 

language what I need most: Hope. 

Impact Statement 

I began writing after becoming a parent to three wonderful daughters. I work whenever I can, and it 

is a constant struggle to create time for writing. My partner is the backbone of my support system, but 

we’re a one-income family. As primary caretaker, the privilege of pursuing fellowships that require 

extended absences is untenable. My next book, a love story in and about Gaza, where two million 

refugees persevere amid catastrophic conditions, relies on oral histories. The work is time-sensitive, 

urgent, and requires travel to the region. An Artist Trust Fellowship would enable me to fund my 

research and writing within my family's schedule. Furthermore, the people and places I write about 

are actively resisting violent erasure even as its pace and ferocity escalate. Receiving this award 

would underscore the vital role of art in a people’s survival and would affirm and advance my 

contribution to that noble effort. 
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Artist Résumé 
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Gilda Sheppard (2019 Recipient, Media, King County) 

Discipline Statement 

I am a filmmaker, visual artist who uncovers stories of redemption using fact, fiction and imagination 

in all I do. 

 

Artist Biography 

“The role of the artist is like a lover. If I love you, I have to make you conscious of things you don’t 

see.” ― James Baldwin  

 

As a child, in Detroit, I sat in a closet with a mirror and flashlight watching shadows create shapes-in 

“nothing” I discovered so much. After school my grandmother asked “What did you learn.” I made 

up stories. Once we had stories now we have statistics. She’d say “baby you got stories-keep them 

close.” This closeness finds me as a filmmaker. My discoveries through nothingness, where stories take 

shape, inform my filmmaking and art installations. I have screened my documentaries in communities 

throughout USA, Cannes Film Festivals, Ghana West Africa and Berlin Black International Festival. 

Currently Teaching at Evergreen State College and volunteer teaching college courses at men and 

women’s prisons in Washington State. In production of a documentary feature Since I Been Down. 

 

Artist Statement 

Recently I listened to the late independent filmmaker Katherine Collins talk about Jean Paul Sarte’s 

writing on Jean Genet. She emphasized the nature of the “outsider” questioning how “we” need the 

outsider particularly when tendencies in stories of redemption and transformation requires the 

marginalized “other” to move from sinner and saint. Zora Neale Hurston emphasizes working with 

marginalized people or “Negro farthest down” as an understanding that, as bell hooks says, the 

outsider “choose(s) the margin as a site of radical possibilities” not as deprecation.  

 

These ideas and practices have guided my ethnographic and documentary work from 

neighborhoods in USA to a refugee camp in Ghana and now at women and men Washington state 

prisons, where for over 10 years, I teach college sociology courses. With permissions I began 

recording classroom discussions because of the incredible work they were creating, particularly 

members of the (BPC) Black Prisoners’ Caucus.  

 

The culture of punishment and isolation has meant that their voice and work inside and impact 

outside goes largely unnoticed by society. Our national perspective remains stagnant, reinforced in 

media-as criminals, poor, drug-addicted, uneducated burdens or at best a shameful statistic. This 

project showcases social justice organizing from people “inside” who live the experience of 

incarceration. They have “cultivated strategies of resistance that are relentless and dynamic.” BPC 

has developed TEACH (Taking Education and Creating History) where prisoners teach prisoners 

across race, ethnicity and gang lines: a person with swastikas teaching history with a person with a 

teardrop in a manner where they question oppression and the violent behavior that it perpetuates 

among and between people. The culture of punishment is their reality - who better than them to 

teach us, especially in these times of legislated violence and fear of difference.  

 

Since I Been Down documents the journeys of Kimonti Carter, Tonya Wilson, and a chorus of their 

peers. Incarcerated for violent crimes and with no hope for parole, they are ardently striving for 

freedom and justice from within prison.  

 

“At the end of the day, how we punish says as much about us as about those we punish.”  

– Austin Sarat 
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Impact Statement 

Having worked on this project while teaching fulltime, as Director I have raised enough money to pay 

an amazing crew. With this fellowship I can take leave from teaching to finish. Community support 

has earned open screenings in the neighborhoods where these youth originate and the institutions 

that decide their fate.  

 

We have a broken model of punishment and an opportunity to unleash transformative, successful 

models of prevention and justice. Igniting a conversation and examining these successful models can 

bring families, communities and institutions together to create new standards. Like Artist Trust we want 

“to enrich lives.” Since I Been Down brings statistics to life through stories of a community torn apart 

by distrust, violence and injustice, like many towns in America. Despite the institutions that failed 

them, these men and women create cultures of support, compassion and prevention-reconstructing 

lives inside and outside prison to break cycles and heal communities. 

Artist Résumé 
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Romson Bustillo (2019 Bali Purnati Recipient, Multidisciplinary, King County) 

Discipline Statement 

I am a printmaker and interdisciplinary artist. 

Artist Biography 

Romson Bustillo is a Pacific Northwest Artist with a layered background. Born in the Philippines on the 

large multi-ethnic/multi-faith island of Mindanao; his family migrated to Seattle in 1978.  

After high school he moved into the 619 Building in Pioneer Sq. and began making work. The late 

painter Drake Deknatel and Mixed Media artist Marita Dingus were important influences and mentors 

during this time.  

At an early age, he recognized social constructs as often unjust. In response he began to travel 

abroad to explore other norms; first returning to the Philippines to research Filipino Indigenous, 

colonial, and contemporary cultures; followed by extended stays in Europe, Latin America, SE Asia, 

and Africa to further his artistic and cultural growth.  

He has taught printmaking for over twenty years. In 2017 he was co-recipient of the Conductive 

Garboil Grant for, in words of the award, "...engaging audiences outside the aesthetic industrial 

complex. 

Artist Statement 

I make art to claim presence for myself and for others historically unheard. My intention is to revisit 

truths and to brake corrupt designations of place. I do this work through the mediums of printmaking 

and collaborative site-specific performance; channeling the possibilities of both mediums to create 

social interventions that re-wire the operations of power in time, space, and image.  

My Filipino American heritage are critical components to my art making. This foundation allows me to 

begin with an expansive cultural and historical bank that I am personally connected to; contributing 

to my ability to approach and process ideas from a perspective that inherently includes multiple 

lenses; SE Asian, Austronesian/Pacific Islander, Animist, Christian, Islamic; and as a result of colonialism 

and migration, infused with Spanish, Mexican, and American elements. An example of this is the 

performance piece “The Biology of Culture” were I explored the science of signal transduction and 

the subject of culture continuity using Filipino and POC interpreted culture cues; including printed 

fabric, movement, language, fashion, positioning, and sound.  

My work attempts to immerse viewers in landscapes of coded and identifiable references. I do this 

with art that question how context and visual cues modify, enhance, and divert meanings. I invite the 

viewer-participant to consider how they and others interpret certain information and actions based 

on inherited knowledge; lived experiences; and privileged information.  

I first took monotype workshops at Pratt Fine Arts Center in 1992. Over the years I have taken classes 

and self-taught on a range of printmaking methods including collagraphy, serigraphy, and Intaglio 

techniques. From the beginning I would take prints back to my studio to use as the “medium” for 

creating my mixed media works. These pieces eventually would grow to incorporate printed material 

spanning two decades; the layers of time and place informing the narrative and body of the finished 

artwork. Collaborative site-specific performances further activate these arrangements; providing a 

look into how a range of cues and colloquialisms are employed by communities; in particular by 

communities of color to negotiate, claim, reclaim, and create space.  

Impact Statement  

Receiving a Fellowship would fund the time and materials to create larger mixed media prints and to 

research and develop an accompanying performance intervention. My process has grown to 

involve multiple collaborations and lengthier performances.  
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An award would support the purchase of a digital SLR camera to document the scale of this 

direction and professional videography of performances critical to the sustainability of this work; 

something that has been inconsistent due to expense.  

I have had very limited opportunities to exhibit outside the Puget Sound Area. This award would 

expose my work to a wider audience crucial to future funding and exhibition opportunities nationally 

and internationally. With the exception of printmaking workshops and mentorships, I am largely self-

taught. Recognition in the form of this Fellowship contributes to the dismantling of bias against and 

barriers placed in front of, artist such as myself who have taken a different path. 

Yayasan Bali Purnati Residency Statement 

My family is part of the Bisaya/Visayan ethnic group native to the Philippines. Bisaya lore ties a part of 

its ethnogenesis to the ancient Syriviya and Majapahit polities of Insular SE Asia, centered in what is 

now Indonesia.  

In 2016 I went to Indonesia to further explore how historically related SE Asian cultures responded 

under centuries of colonial duress and how descendants of colonized peoples, including myself, 

carry and translate these experiences. I considered how under Spanish and American occupation, 

significant portions of native Filipino culture were modified by force or as a survival tactic. (That I carry 

a Spanish surname is one example of this.) Whereas, the impact of Dutch colonialism, though equally 

traumatic, was less transformative culturally in terms of religion, language, and material culture in 

places like Bali.  

A tight budget limited my research to eight days. I focused on the art of Wayang Kulit or shadow 

puppetry because the silhouettes, patterns, and shapes of this art form where intuitively familiar. I also 

saw the making of a Wayang Puppet having connections to printmaking, the techniques applicable 

to stenciling.  

With a Yayasan Bali Purnati Residency I would go deeper into this research; focusing on how Balinese 

Indonesians approach culture continuity with the added component of globalization. Integrating 

local collaborations, I would create new work related to this theme while in residence. I would 

explore how my Filipino American experience compares to this, applying what I learn about Balinese 

approaches to decolonizing art and culture in the process, 

Artist Résumé 
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Tessa Hulls (2018 Recipient, Multidisciplinary, Jefferson County) 

Discipline Statement 

I am a multidisciplinary visual artist, writer and performer whose work often involves historical 

research, and I am currently fusing all of these elements of my creative practice in a nonfiction 

graphic novel exploring family history against the backdrop of Communist China. 

Artist Biography 

Tessa Hulls is a multidisciplinary artist/writer/adventurer who is fascinated by the concept of home. As 

the daughter of two first-generation immigrants who landed in a tiny town of 350 people, she spent 

her formative years reading her way through the public library and roaming alone through the hills, 

and this love of solitude, research, and forward motion informs much of her creative practice. Her 

restlessness has joyously dragged her across all seven continents, and she lives a semi-nomadic 

seasonal lifestyle that allows her to conduct creative field research in exceedingly remote places. 

She has received grants from the Seattle Office of Arts and Culture, 4Culture and Washington Artist 

Trust, and has worked in various capacities with the Seattle Art Museum, The Henry Art Gallery, On the 

Boards, Microsoft Research, Seattle Arts and Lectures, and others. 

Artist Statement 

I am on a quest to bring peace to my family’s ghosts. My grandmother Sun Yi was a journalist in 

Shanghai, and in 1949, the year of the Communist takeover, she had an affair with a Swiss diplomat 

and ended up a single mother raising a mixed race bastard child while being persecuted by the 

Communist government. When my mother was eight, Sun Yi smuggled the two of them out of the 

country beneath the false bottom of a fishing boat and they fled to Hong Kong as refugees, where 

my grandmother wrote a bestselling memoir titled Eight Years in Red Shanghai: Love, Starvation, 

Persecution. Sun Yi used the money from her book to place my mother in boarding school, then 

tragically had a mental breakdown and was institutionalized: she never truly recovered.  

My mother, who never met her father, was essentially raised as an orphan by her boarding school, 

and when she emigrated to the US on a college scholarship, she brought Sun Yi with her. I grew up 

with my grandma in my family home, but between her mental state and the fact that my mom 

deliberately didn’t teach me Chinese, I was never able to know her as a person, only as the broken 

ghost of a culture I did not understand.  

I ran away from my family’s darkness at the first moment I could, but am returning as a prodigal 

daughter through Feeding Ghosts, a nonfiction graphic novel exploring loss of culture, mixed race 

identity, mental illness, immigration, and generational inheritance of trauma through the lens of 

mother/daughter relationships and the life story of Sun Yi.  

As evidenced by my resume, I have an established track record as a painter, writer, illustrator, 

interviewer and researcher: Feeding Ghosts is the cohesive synthesis of these skills. My portfolio 

includes images from “In the Eye of the Storm” to show my polished skills as a painter, and images 

from “This Is My Home” to demonstrate my commitment to amplifying immigrant stories, and to show 

how I work in ways that blend visual and literary arts. 

Impact Statement 

My creative practice has always crossed genres in ways that are difficult to explain, and the 

professional boost of a Fellowship would be an enormous validation of the unorthodox trajectory of 

my career, giving me the confidence to stand behind having not focused on one discipline.  

Financially, a Fellowship would be instrumental in allowing me the financial resources to enter a 

necessary period of focused production without needing to break stride to worry about money:  

Feeding Ghosts is an intensely research-heavy project that has, in its first two years, required 

translation across three languages and four dialects, international travel, procurement of multiple 
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grants, hours of recorded interviews, and learning Chinese. I have finished the research phase of the 

project, and have enormous momentum now that I am drawing/writing the actual book: now I just 

need to finance 2-3 years in the studio to execute 300+ deeply meticulous pages. 

Artist Résumé 
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Johnaye Kendrick (2019 Recipient, Performing, Pierce County) 

Discipline Statement 

I am a classically trained jazz vocalist, composer, arranger, instrumentalist, professor, healing energy 

enthusiast, and mother of twin girls. 

Artist Biography 

Johnaye Kendrick received a Bachelor of Music from Western Michigan University, a Master of Music 

from Loyola University and an Artist Diploma from the prestigious Thelonious Monk Institute.  

While attending the Institute, Johnaye worked with many outstanding jazz musicians, including 

Terence Blanchard, Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock, Brian Blade and Robert Glasper.  

Johnaye performs original compositions as well as fresh interpretations of beloved jazz and 

contemporary works, often accompanying herself on harmonium, violin, viola and percussion. A 

dedicated educator, Johnaye serves as Professor of Music at Cornish College of the Arts.  

In 2014, she founded her johnygirl record label in efforts to release honest music representative of her 

world, removed from the superficial constructs surrounding contemporary music in today’s recording 

industry. On this label she has recorded, produced and released two albums: HERE, a collection of 

heartfelt originals and FLYING which is nominated for Earshot's NW Recording of the Year. 

Artist Statement 

My compositions come from true-life experiences. My debut album centered on loving and living in 

the moment. The title track, Here, is a piece I composed for the world and myself in a moment of fear 

and anxiety. The lyric speaks to living in the moment, embracing the moment and allowing 

tomorrow’s sorrow to remain in the future. On my second album Flying, there are six new works 

including Never You Mind, which speaks to the oppressed, reminding us that we are strong, resilient 

beings and Flying, which is an anthem for survivors of sexual assault and the #metoo movement, 

myself included.  

My musical identity is informed by r&b, neo soul, hip-hop and pop music, among other genres. As a 

woman of color, I face many challenges and barriers to simply enter a space. While this is something 

to which I have grown accustomed, I must say these harsh realities are finding their way into my 

compositions. I am speaking directly to the world in which I live with each new composition, and it is 

invigorating!  

As an artist, I often feel my wholeness is constantly under threat. Existing as an open being has its 

benefits and disadvantages. Through this artistic and energetic journey I am learning that openness is 

imperative for my creation of art. I am working to create and exist on a constant state of wholeness. 

It is my belief that deeply studying this work not only informs my journey, it has the potential to inform 

the experience of my audience.  

Thus, I have decided to dedicate my recently awarded spring 2020 sabbatical to becoming a 

Healing Energy Worker. In addition to this, I am creating a multi-movement, interdisciplinary piece 

inspired by my personal growth and experience with the study of Healing Energy Work. The Suite, 

Grounded [working title] will be orchestrated for traditional jazz rhythm section, (piano, bass and 

drums) as well as classical string quartet (two violins, viola and cello,) harmonium, and voice. 

Impact Statement 

My mission is to compose music that speaks to matters in my world, to initiate conversations through 

honest, live musical experiences. I wish to bring light to the simple hardships that are rarely seen by 

those with privilege. I want to heal those around me. I need to make my community better. I spend a 

great deal of time thinking about these goals and I spend even more time attempting to attain them.  
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Being selected to receive this award would impact the trajectory of my career, bringing recognition 

to my artistic efforts. Receiving the funds from this award will allow me to deepen my research on 

Healing Energy Work. I see a true need for healing energy in the arts and in our world. This grant 

would singlehandedly finance these efforts. 

Artist Résumé 
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Taiji Miyasaka (2018 Recipient, Visual, Whitman County) 

Discipline Statement 

I am an artist who draws inspiration from the possibilities of light. Through the techniques of seeing 

and making, I translate the inspiration to create environments where light and darkness interplay. 

Artist Biography 

I was born and raised in Kyoto, Japan. There are numerous shrines, temples, and traditional houses, 

where a subtle interplay between light and darkness occurs. I came to the U.S. to pursue graduate 

studies in architecture. After practicing architecture and interior design in New York and the 

Netherlands, my career shifted from practice to academia in 2002. The primary goal of my teaching 

and research is to challenge assumptions and discover different perspectives of architecture design. 

In my book, Seeing and Making in Architecture, I write about techniques for enhancing the design 

process to achieve ingenuity in design. My research on timber grain elevators was exhibited and led 

to two installation projects whose central theme is light/darkness. 

Artist Statement 

My long-time fascination with light stems from studying the history and ideas of visual perception from 

the 16th century to 20th century, particularly in James J. Gibson’s The Ecological Approach to Visual 

Perception. I have been intrigued by Gibson’s idea that the retinal image is not the basis of sight, but 

an ambient optic array to describe how we encounter and understand the environment. This led to 

an interest in how light brings an awareness of the environment that is different from understanding 

the environment as a composite of senseless things and empty space. Gibson gave me an idea of 

how to change my awareness of the environment.  

My cultural background has also brought my attention to the interplay between light and darkness. 

Growing up in Japan’s ancient capital, I visited temples and traditional townhouses, whose spaces 

tend to be darker than typical modern buildings. As a child, I was not keen about the dim space in 

those buildings. However, after living in the U.S., I began to understand Japan’s historical and cultural 

appreciation of darkness, and its coexistence with light. Light and darkness are two sides of the same 

coin. Since then, I have been documenting and photographing dark spaces in traditional Japanese 

buildings.  

Visual perception and the interplay between light and darkness have deeply influenced my recent 

work, Light Hole Shed, Night Blooming, and Black Shed. The work emerged from my engagement 

with the materials used to build timber grain elevators and old barns in Eastern Washington State and 

from my documentation of light and darkness in the structures. The light that I observed inside the 

grain elevator bins became a central theme and formed the space for my work. When visitors are 

inside my work, their visual perception evolves slowly because of dimness of the space. This slow 

transitional time is essential for my artwork to engage visitors especially under the current digital 

culture of instant gratification. I am eager to continue exploring the possibilities of light by designing 

environments that are sculpted by indirect natural light using vernacular construction methods and 

materials such as mud. 

Impact Statement 

The fellowship will help me tremendously to pursue my inquiry into light through a relatively large-

scale installation project. The project will require me to travel to look for an installation site and 

materials. Once a site is confirmed, I will need to spend a significant amount of time to understand 

the character, context, and quality of light on the site. This process will be documented through 

photography, drawings, and interviews. Finally, I will need to work at the site and collaborate with 

specialists to build the installation. The fellowship will provide me resources to develop this project. 
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Artist Résumé 
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